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MAKING RETIREMENT PLANS
By Ed Louis ,  Senior  Analyst ,  Wealth  Management ,  Cerul l i  Associates

In this edition of Investments & Wealth 
Research, Cerulli Associates explores 
trends in the retirement marketplace.  
In 2017, baby boomers (investors ages 
53–71) made up just more than one-third 
of all households, but they controlled 

more than half of all investable assets.  
As a growing number of baby boomers 
enter retirement, their investment and 
retirement-income decisions gradually 
are reshaping the retirement market 
landscape and the overall wealth 

management industry. Examining these 
trends can create new opportunities and 
considerations for practices as they 
position themselves for the future.

FIGURE 1

BUSINESS MIX BY CORE MARKET, 2018

its ubiquity. Cerulli Associates believes that 
the IRA market, and specifically the conver-
sion opportunity from defined contribution 

(DC) plan assets to IRA assets, will continue  
to offer an attractive opportunity for all 
practices.

FIGURE 1 HIGHLIGHTS: Retail individual 
retirement accounts (IRA) and employer-
sponsored retirement plans make up more 
than half (53 percent) of advisor assets.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: As practices move 
upmarket, retail retirement accounts tend 
to play a shrinking role in advisors’ books 
of business. These larger practices tend 
to operate in teams with specialized roles, 
which naturally can allow them to address 
more-complex needs of affluent, high-
net-worth (HNW), and ultra-HNW clients. 
However, qualified accounts still can serve 
as a powerful growth driver for all practices 
as client demographics continue to shift. 

Retirement planning often serves as the 
introduction to professional advice for many 
investors and affects investment decision-
making and product-use trends because of 

Analyst Note: Business mix is self-reported by advisors.

Sources: Cerulli Associates, in partnership with Investments & Wealth Institute (formerly IMCA) and                         Financial 
Planning Association® 
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FIGURE 2

401(K) PLAN DISTRIBUTIONS AS A PERCENTAGE OF CONTRIBUTIONS, 2011–2017

FIGURE 2 HIGHLIGHTS: 401(k) plan distribu-
tions are beginning to outpace contributions.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: It may seem counter-
intuitive, but flat-to-negative market per-
formance can result in positive net flows 
because it decreases the value of assets 
available for distribution and leads to fewer 
withdrawals. Conversely, positive market  
performance creates larger balances and 
can lead to an increase in distributions, 
pushing the retirement market into negative 
net flows. This is magnified when combined 
with the growing number of baby boomer 
401(k) investors choosing to roll over 
accounts to IRAs as they approach or enter 
retirement. Firms focused on the DC space 
may be well served to assess how they can 

participate in the migration of assets from 
employer-sponsored plans to retail IRAs. 
It takes 10 millennials earning $50,000, 

contributing 3 percent of salary, to replace 
one baby boomer earning $100,000, contrib-
uting 15 percent of salary.

Sources: U.S. Department of Labor, Cerulli Associates

TABLE 1

RETIREMENT PLAN PARTICIPANTS’ ANTICIPATED PRIMARY SOURCE OF RETIREMENT 
INCOME, 2018

TABLE 1 HIGHLIGHTS: Almost half (49 percent) of retire-
ment plan participants anticipate using 401(k) savings as 
their primary source of retirement income.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: Plan participants’ intended sources 
of income in retirement diverge when viewed through the 
lens of age range.* Participants in their 20s and 30s who 
likely began saving for retirement in a 401(k) plan expect 
to rely primarily on this source. Participants in their 60s 
and 70s who began working before the advent of the 401(k) 
system in the United States intend to draw primarily from 
Social Security and defined benefit (DB) plan savings for 
income in retirement.* As baby boomers and older par-
ticipants from Generation X transition into retirement, it is 
imperative they receive assistance in creating a retirement 
income strategy.  
*Data point is not shown in table 1.

Primary Source of Retirement Income All Participants

401(k) account savings 49%

Social Security 16%

Personal savings and brokerage account(s) 12%

Defined benefit plan savings (i.e., pension savings) 9%

Part-time employment 6%

IRA savings 5%

Other 3%
Analyst Note: Respondents were asked, “What do you believe will be your primary source of 
income in retirement?” Other includes, “military pension,” “inheritance,” “rental property,” and 
“spouse’s retirement savings.”

Source: Cerulli Associates
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FIGURE 3

DISTRIBUTION OPTIONS OFFERED TO RETIRED OR SEPARATED PARTICIPANTS, 2018

FIGURE 3 HIGHLIGHTS: One-time lump-
sum distributions are the most common  
distribution option offered by plan sponsors 
to retired or separated participants.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: In 2018, a majority  
(59 percent) of 401(k) plan sponsors  
preferred that retired or separated plan 

participants take their savings and leave  
the plan.* A number of factors contribute to 
this, not the least of which is concern about 
having fiduciary liability for retired partici-
pants and those who have separated from 
the company. Similarly, although 64 percent 
of record keepers reported offering retire-
ment income options, implementation by 

plan sponsors remains low.* This creates an 
opening for advisors to address important 
questions for pre-retirees and retired partic-
ipants and to position themselves to eventu-
ally capture assets that plan sponsors have 
not been committed to retaining.
*Data point is not shown in figure 3.

Analyst Note: Responses represent plan sponsors that offered each distribution option “very often.”

Source: Cerulli Associates

FIGURE 4

ROLLOVER FLOWS BY DESTINATION, 2017

FIGURE 4 HIGHLIGHTS: More than half 
of rollover assets go to existing advisor 
relationships.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: In 2017, 7 percent of 
DC plan assets eligible for distribution were 
rolled over to another account. Existing advi-
sor relationships captured a similar share 
of accounts as self-directed IRAs, but those 
traditional advisors captured 72 percent 
more assets than direct providers. Direct 
providers continue to compete with tradi-
tional advisors, and most investors continue 
to express a desire for some level of access 
to a human advisor. This is significantly 
more pronounced for baby boomers and 
older Gen Xers as they consider retirement-
planning issues more seriously. Winning 

Sources: Phoenix Marketing International, Employee Benefit Research Institute, Vanguard, Investment Company 
Institute, Survey of Consumer Finance, Cerulli Associates

these clients over before the point of  
distribution provides a crucial edge.  

Just 6 percent of rollover assets went to new 
advisor relationships. 
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TABLE 2

IRA OWNERS’ ANTICIPATED PRIMARY SOURCE OF RETIREMENT INCOME, 2018

TABLE 2 HIGHLIGHTS: Fewer than one-fifth 
(18 percent) of IRA owners expect IRA sav-
ings to be their primary source of income in 
retirement.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: Compared with 401(k) 
plan participants, IRA owners expect to rely 
more heavily on personal savings in retire-
ment. Both groups, however, most-frequently 
identify 401(k) plan savings as their primary 
source of income in retirement. Ultimately, 
retirees must draw income from multi-
ple sources, including employer-sponsored 
retirement plan savings, personal savings, 
and Social Security. This is especially true 
as life expectancies continue to increase. 
The reliance on each individual source and 

the order of withdrawal from each source is 
unique for each investor, adding to the com-
plexity of preparing for retirement. As one 

industry executive commented to Cerulli 
Associates, “Saving money is relatively easy 
compared to spending down money.”

Primary Source of Retirement Income All IRA Owners

401(k) account savings 28%

Social Security 18%

Personal savings and brokerage account(s) 15%

Defined benefit plan savings (i.e., pension savings) 10%

Part-time employment 3%

IRA savings 18%

Other 9%
Analyst Note: Respondents were asked, “What do you believe will be your primary source of income in retirement?” 
Other includes, “military pension,” “inheritance,” “rental property,” “income from real estate property,” “spouse’s 
retirement savings,” and “I will rely on my children for income in retirement.”

Source: Cerulli Associates

FIGURE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLD INVESTABLE ASSETS BY GENERATION, 2017

FIGURE 5 HIGHLIGHTS: Baby boomers make 
up just more than one-third (35 percent) of 
U.S. households, but they control more than 
half (56 percent) of all investable assets.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: From an address-
able asset perspective, the focus on baby 

boomers is well warranted. Increased atten-
tion rightfully is being paid to the need 
to begin addressing the needs of millen-
nial investors, but advisors should not over-
look the opportunity presented by Gen X. 
Gen-Xers held just 16 percent of investable 
assets; however, this was four times the 

amount held by millennials. More impor-
tantly, Gen X investors are well into their 
peak earning years and, over the next  
25 years, they are poised to be the largest 
beneficiaries of the estimated $6.8-trillion 
wealth transfer that will take place as baby 
boomers pass on their wealth. 

Sources: U.S. Federal Reserve, U.S. Census Bureau, Cerulli Associates
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TABLE 3

CAUSES OF ASSET OUTFLOWS, 2018

TABLE 3 HIGHLIGHTS: Regular income 
withdrawals account for 40 percent or more 
of asset outflows in practices with less than 
$500 million in assets under management 
(AUM).

KEY IMPLICATIONS: Retirees and pre-
retirees unquestionably present a vital and 

attractive market for advisors to target and 
serve. It is also important that advisors con-
sidering transitioning out of the industry and 
selling their books of business take the time 
to examine the demographic makeup of their 
client base. Having a practice overweighted 
to retirees that are drawing on assets can 
affect the practice’s valuation when looking 

for a successor. This also makes it partic-
ularly important to build relationships with 
clients’ spouses and other potential inheri-
tors to improve client engagement and bet-
ter ensure that assets remain with the 
practice should the client pass away.

Source

Practice AUM Tier

<$25M
$25M to 
<$100M

$100M to 
<$500M ≥$500M

Regular income withdrawals 43% 42% 40% 29%

One-time distributions 22% 15% 17% 14%

Client passed away 9% 14% 19% 16%

Client moved to another financial advisor 19% 17% 11% 15%

Asked client to leave (i.e., pruning) 2% 5% 5% 13%

Client moved to a direct/online provider 4% 3% 4% 5%

Other 1% 4% 4% 8%
Analyst Note: Data represents percentage of asset flows. Other sources included regular contributions from existing clients, existing clients consolidating accounts from 
other advisor relationships, existing clients consolidating accounts from discount brokerages or direct providers, and other.

Sources: Cerulli Associates, in partnership with Investments & Wealth Institute (formerly IMCA) and                         Financial Planning Association

FIGURE 6

ADVICE OPPORTUNITY BY AGE, 2018

FIGURE 6 HIGHLIGHTS: Two-fifths of retire-
ment plan participants ages 50–59 do not 
rely on professional advice for their financial 
decisions.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: Participants in the 
lower investable asset ranges are most likely 
to identify their 401(k)-plan provider as their 
primary source of retirement advice or indi-
cate they have no source. Those with $500,000 
or more in investable assets are more likely 
to rely on a financial advisor. It is a mis-
take, however, to assume that only smaller 
investors present an opportunity for finan-
cial advice. Nearly one-third of investors with 
$250,000 or more in retirement assets either 

have no source or rely on nonprofessional 
sources for their retirement advice.* 

 
*Data point is not shown in figure 6.

Analyst Note: Advice opportunity represents the share of retirement plan participants that report relying on either 
no source, news, co-worker, family member, friend, or other nonprofessional sources including personal research and 
financial publications for financial advice.

Source: Cerulli Associates
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FIGURE 7

HOW IRA OWNERS CHOOSE A FINANCIAL ADVISOR, 2018

FIGURE 7 HIGHLIGHTS: One-third of IRA 
owners with a financial advisor chose the 
advisor as a result of a referral from a friend.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: More than one-fifth 
actively sought out an advisor through a 
local branch office. This jumps to almost  
30 percent for investors age 50–59.* 

Investors recognize the value of advice, 
especially as they approach retirement age. 
This group represents a missed opportu-
nity for advisors who work with DC plans but 
fail to engage sufficiently with participants. 
Just 36 percent of investors work with the 
same provider for both their IRA and 401(k) 
plans, with this share dropping for investors 

age 40 and older.* This highlights the impor-
tance of delivering a client experience that 
ensures investors are engaged and inclined 
to be advocates for their advisors. Referrals 
remain the top method for IRA owners 
selecting an advisor.
*Data point is not shown in figure 7.

Analyst Note: Respondents were asked, “How did you choose the financial advisor you currently work with for your IRA?” This question was only asked of respondents who 
indicated they work with a financial advisor for their IRA. Other includes “Financial advisor is a family member,” “Previous advisor retired and transitioned to a new advisor,” 
“Advisor gave a presentation at my employer,” and “Financial advisor is a personal friend.”

Source: Cerulli Associates

FIGURE 8

LIKELIHOOD TO RECOMMEND PRIMARY PROVIDER BY LEVEL OF ENGAGEMENT, 2Q 2018

FIGURE 8 HIGHLIGHTS: Nearly two-thirds of 
engaged households were very likely to rec-
ommend their primary advisor as opposed 
to 12 percent of indifferent households.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: Indifferent investors 
consistently receive less communication 
from their advisors than engaged inves-
tors. In 2018, fewer than half (48 percent) 
of indifferent investors received emails at 
least quarterly, compared to 65 percent of 
engaged households. Additionally, engaged 
investors were twice as likely to receive 
phone calls or have client events offered at 
least quarterly.* Advisors who can imple-
ment thorough communication plans that 
highlight their value proposition and deliver 
relevant personalized information will be 
rewarded with a more satisfied and engaged 

Analyst Note: Engaged investors rated satisfaction with their primary advisor as either a 6 or 7 on a 7-point scale, with 
7 being the highest level of satisfaction. Indifferent households rated their level of satisfaction as 5 or lower. Investors 
then were asked on a 0–10 scale how likely they are to recommend a primary provider. Responses of 0 and 1 were 
classified as “very unlikely,” 2 and 3 as “not likely,” 4-6 as “neutral,” 7 and 8 as “likely,” and 9 and 10 as “very likely.”

Sources: Phoenix Marketing International, Cerulli Associates

client base. Valuable touchpoints are a key 
factor in creating lifetime clients.

 
*Data point is not shown in figure 8.
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TABLE 4

IRA OWNERS’ TOP CAUSES OF FINANCIAL STRESS BY AGE RANGE, 2018

Cause of Stress <30 30–39 40–49 50–59 60–69 ≥70

Not having enough money saved for retirement 22% 27% 38% 27% 24% 19%

Healthcare expenses 6% 11% 14% 29% 29% 23%

Credit card debt 13% 17% 11% 6% 9% 10%
Not having enough emergency savings (e.g., if I needed to pay 
an unexpected expense) 13% 14% 12% 8% 5% 5%

Paying monthly bills (e.g., utilities, food, housing) 9% 15% 8% 5% 6% 3%

Student loan debt 24% 4% 4% 1% 0% 0%

None of the above 12% 11% 13% 23% 27% 40%

Source: Cerulli Associates

TABLE 4 HIGHLIGHTS: The top-two con-
cerns for IRA investors age 60 and older are 
healthcare expenses and not having enough 
money saved for retirement.

KEY IMPLICATIONS: Advisors most  
frequently use dividend-paying stocks  
(55 percent), dividend-paying equity mutual 
funds (49 percent), systematic withdrawal 
from mutual funds (41 percent), and bond 
funds (41 percent) when constructing 

retirement-income solutions.* In some 
cases, it can be prudent to consider invest-
ment products that include a guaranteed 
component (e.g., a deferred income annu-
ity or qualified longevity annuity contract to 
address longevity concerns) and flexibility so 
that investors can access their savings in the 
event of a healthcare emergency.

Notably, for investors age 60+, a consid-
erable segment of the population selected 
“none of the above.” These individuals were 

more focused on wealth preservation—i.e., 
protecting their hard-earned savings. This 
emphasizes the importance that partici-
pants nearing retirement age should receive 
withdrawal advice, because the order by 
which they access their savings and begin to 
receive Social Security benefits will have a 
significant impact in terms of how long their 
savings may last.
*Data point is not shown in table 4. 

Contact Ed Louis at elouis@cerulli.com.
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